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Book Descriptions:

cascade canister filter 1000 manual

I bought a used Cascade 500 filter which needed cleaning after 2 months and Please read all
sections of this manual and retain for future reference. Installation fryer, Super Cascade Filter
system, and H250 gas fryers with Solid. Detailed instructions for Cascade brand filters.Reload to
refresh your session. Reload to refresh your session. For a better experience, please enable
JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. It may not display this or other websites correctly.
You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Anyway, I just looked through the box and it
didnt come with a manual. I have never worked with a canister filter before, so this is completely
new to me. Does anyone know where I can get a copy of the manual for this filter. I tried googling it,
but didnt come up with anything I could use. Thanks!! They give an email address and telephone
number, but their instruction link requires a login. See if they can either send you a manual or allow
access to their instruction area to help you. They give an email address and telephone number, but
their instruction link requires a login. See if they can either send you a manual or allow access to
their instruction area to help you.I did it and was able to find the filter manual. Looks like quite a bit
of detail too. Its a small review with pictures for the slightly smaller 700 series. My only real issue
with setting this thing up is that I cant for the life of me figure out how to open the locking clips. I
can one set of them open, but the other set is turning out to be a bit harder. That second set is
laughing at me, I swear. I know it opens, though, cuz the people I bought it from said that they
cleaned out the inside while they were making sure it worked. Im sure Shawnie will be posting and
be able to tell you exactly what to do seeing as she owns one. Im sure Shawnie will be posting and
be able to tell you exactly what to do seeing as she owns one.SQUEE!! lol Oh,
wow!https://www.eldynegroup.com/userfiles/bounty-hunter-quick-draw-2-user-manual.xml

cascade canister filter 1000 manual, penn plax cascade 1000 canister filter manual,
cascade canister filter 1000 manual, cascade canister filter 1000 manual pdf, cascade
canister filter 1000 manual instructions, cascade canister filter 1000 manual
transmission, cascade canister filter 1000 manual parts, cascade canister filter 1000
manual free, cascade canister filter 1000 manual diagram, cascade canister filter
1000 manual generator, cascade canister filter 1000 manual system, cascade 1000
canister filter manual, cascade 1000 canister filter owner s manual.

This thing seriously needs to be cleaned. Looks like the kid used it for saltwater for a while, but let
the water evaporate out of the filter instead of dumping it and cleaning it. Theres even a butterfly
wing in one of the media trays. Oh, well, the adventure begins! Do I need the floss pad that is
indicated in the instructions. I know I can get regular filter floss and use that, but could I just use
clean cotton batting instead I think Ive heard somewhere of using cotton batting instead of filter
floss as a cheaper alternative. Also, I want to keep the cycle going on the 55gal when I add this
filter. Should I continue to run the Penguin 170 I have on there, or should I just put the media from
the 170 into one of the media baskets on the Cascade. Thanks for all the help!! Ours not cascade will
make a little mess when disconnecting the hoses but nothing a small dish towel cant handle. Ours
not cascade will make a little mess when disconnecting the hoses but nothing a small dish towel cant
handle.I have four tanks running at the moment and as soon as the 55gal gets mostly finished
basically, as soon as I get this filter on it, Im setting up a 29gal paludarium for my son in his room.
And YAY about being able to use the batting and fiber fill.Makes me wish I would have shopped
around a little more for ours. Too bad you werent closer, I could have donated an entire setup! I
would much prefer to have one high wattage fixture preferably a T5, but they arent very common
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around here. Anyway, back to the filter. I think Im going to run the spray bar instead of the
directional nozzle output thingy. Mainly because the directional output is MIA.Which part is diy co2
injector Thats what I had set up before I got the 55gal. Yes, my CO2 injector is going to be a DIY
unit.as soon as I can find a 2 litre bottle or two. I dont drink soda and neither do my parents. I think
Im going to run the spray bar instead of the directional nozzle output
thingy.http://garagedeur.com/admin/userfiles/bounty-hunter-quick-draw-ii-owners-manual.xml

Mainly because the directional output is MIA.Wish me luck! The elbow tube set is incomplete. The
Ubend tube is there, but he put in a straight tube instead of the gently curved one I need to attach
the spray bar so it isnt vertical. Do you think I could find a similar tube at a hardware store. Also, the
media cartridge from my Penguin 170 was too big to actually fit IN the media basket on the
Cascade. Would it be okay sitting on top, or should I just use the one out of the AquaTech 515 I had
running on there as well which mysteriously stopped working.I am having the worst luck today!. I
give up!! I cant get the darned thing to create suction. I removed the impeller retainer ring to take a
look at it and it appears warped. Could this be part of the cause I am seriously with this thing right
now had some issues getting fittings to go onto pipes, as well. AND, I edit yet again. ROFL! I got the
filter working. Woot! I had to trIm the hoses and then primed the pump with the valves closed and
primed it until no more air bubbles came out of the output, but it fired right up as soon as I plugged
it in. YAY! So, now all I have to do is get the elbow pipe I need to set up the spray bar and well be
golden. Considered a market leader, PennPlax is a trustworthy brand that has been providing
welldesigned, sturdy, innovative yet affordable products to aquarists, since its inception in 1956.
One of their most popular aquarium filters, is the Penn Plax Cascade 1000 canister filter. It is a
sturdy, reliable filter that sits under your aquarium tank and gives you one of the quietest
experiences you will have with a canister filter. Here’s a quick look at the specifications of the Penn
Plax Cascade 1000 canister aquarium filter. This is more than just a goodlooking filter, with its
stellar features that make it easy to install, start and maintain, giving you a tank full of clean, pure
water that is continuously being filtered.

In addition, placement is no worry for this canister, thanks to its independent directional 360degree
rotating valve taps. Features There’s more to this product than just this one feature, and here’s a
sneak peek into what else there’s to love about the Penn Plax Cascade 1000 canister filter Enhanced
Flow Control The Penn Plax Cascade 1000 canister filter has more than one feature that allows you
to control the flow of clean water to your aquarium tank, starting with the flowrate control valves,
which allow you to determine and set the flow of water as per the needs of your aquarium. This
feature gets even better thanks to the swimming poolstyle hose clamps which make it easier to
maintain the flow you’ve set without having to come back and check the filter frequently for
consistent water flow. This means that you never have to worry about water flowing too quickly into
your tank and upsetting the gentle, tranquil environment that some fish may need to thrive. 3Stage
Filtration System The Penn Plax Cascade 1000 canister filter has three trays designed to hold a wide
range of filtration media, allowing you to customize your filter with practically any combination of
media including biofloss, biosponges, activated carbon and others to meet the needs of your
aquarium tank, irrespective of its size, kind of fish and salinity of water. A word of advice if you find
the media trays to be slightly smaller than other brands, you could try packing some floss on the
sides of one of the trays to increase the quality of mechanical filtration this shouldn’t be too much of
a problem, since the very idea of canister filters is to be able to add more of the media that you think
your aquarium needs the most. Users have experimented with everything from using two trays of
floss, one of charcoal and a hangon biological filter, to simply using one tray for each kind of media,
getting effective filtration for their aquarium tanks.

Ideally, as long as you manage to zero down on a combination of filter media that give you adequate
mechanical, chemical and biological filtration and eliminate all kinds of organic, chemical and
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particulate matter, you should be able to use the Penn Plax Cascade 1000 to keep your tank water
sparkling clean. SelfPriming Filter The Penn Plax Cascade 1000 canister filter is designed with a
selfpriming pump, which makes it super easy to restart the filter after a power interruption, or if it
has been disconnected for cleaning or replacement. A word of caution there seem to be mixed
reviews about the quality of the selfpriming while most users were either able to start the filter
almost immediately, a few struggled to get the priming right, mostly because of an error in following
the installation manual. In any case, this can be easily avoided if you give the manual a thorough
read, and make sure all the tubes and hoses are connected the right way. In addition, the Penn Plax
Cascade 1000 has an easy pushdown button which eliminates the need for manual siphoning of
water to get the pump working, making it a hasslefree pumping experience. Easy Installation And
Maintenance This the probably the one feature that stands out more than the others the Penn Plax
Cascade 1000 canister filter is practically a plugandplay setup. It comes neatly packaged with all the
components in place, and users have been pleasantly surprised to open the box and find a piece of
equipment that is made with sturdy plastic, making it last longer than some of the flimsier models in
the market. Every single valve, hose, tube is made from highquality material, giving your canister
filter a long life and giving you some great value for your money. Once installed, the sturdy rubber
mounted rubber base keeps the Penn Plax Cascade 1000 standing strong, without the risk of tipping
over.

For the price it comes for, this canister filter has also managed to woo its users with the quality of
the components of this filter like clasps, valves and latches, putting them at par with other
highquality but expensive brands in the market. Most importantly, customers are happy with the fact
that the media trays in the PennPlax Cascade 1000 are big, and can be customized with media of
their choice, making this a great product for aquariums of different kinds. What To Lookout For
Some users of the PennPlax Cascade 1000 complained that the selfpriming pump can be an issue,
requiring the pump to be primed manually instead. In a few cases, however, users realized this was
a result of not having followed manual instructions correctly. In any case, even the users who had to
return their filter because of poor priming were happy to receive betterperforming replacements in
a short time, and are happy with the new product. Source chewy.com The one thing that Penn Plax
does differently is that it offers a threeyear warranty on your filter, as opposed to the lifetime limited
warranty offered by other brands. But then again, with a product that is as sturdy, you won’t have to
worry about major replacements for a long, long time. You should be willing to spend time setting
this up by following instructions perfectly, but it starts to filter your tank water to make it crystal
clear, it’ll be worth every minute spent. After all, it’s about keeping your fish healthy and happy, and
there’s little else that beats the joy of a tank full of colorful, healthy fish darting from one corner to
another, is there. Create one here. The Penn Plax Cascade canister filters have absolutely exploded
in the. The Cascade 700 is rated for an aquarium of up to 65 gallons and has a4 Feb 2017 7 Nov
2018 Penn Plax Cascade series include 5 models Cascade 500, 700, 1000, 1200, 1500 used for
different aquariums up to 200 gallons.

They are 7 Dec 2016 A canister filter allows you to conceal your aquarium filter, exposing only your
intake and outflow tubes. 22 Aug 2015 penn plax cascade manual penn plax cascade 700 manual
penn plax cascade plax cascade 700 canister filter manual penn plax cascade 400 manual penn
Detailed instructions for Cascade brand filters.Creators are allowed to post content they produce to
the platform, so long as they comply with our policies. United Kingdom. Company number
10637289. Create one here. We carry a large selection and the top brands like Tetra, Hagen, and
more. Find everything you need in one place. I am using it in a small tank for a tiny red earred slider
turtle. I was previously using a standard fish aquarium filter and was having to clean this tank which
only has about 3 gallons of water in it constantly. The PennPlax Cascade 700 Canister Filter is a
heavyduty multistage external filter for fresh or salt water aquariums. The Cascade 700 Canister
Filter can handle aquariums up to 65 gallons efficiently providing up to 185 gph of flow.Skip



navigation Sign in. Search. Loading Close. This video is unavailable. Of course it worked becasue by
having both hoses in the water when hand pump priming, pressure on each side of the hand pump is
equalized and cannot move water, by removing the out flow end out of the water the hand pump now
has the hydraulic advantage of unequalized pressure and can now pump water against air and
therefor prime. I have a PennPlax Cascade 1200 canister filter on my 90 gal tank. The filter leaks
where the lid clamps onto the canister. A canister filter allows you to conceal your aquarium filter,
exposing only your intake and outflow tubes. 7 Nov 2018 Penn Plax Cascade canister filter
assembling manual Cascade 1000 FR 265 GPH for tanks up to 100 gal. The bacteria digest waste,
excess food and harmful ammonia and nitrates. The Penn Plax Cascade Canister Filters are
constructed for easy setup and use.

This durable aquarium filter is equipped with quickdisconnect tubing connectors that can also
control the filters flow rate. Cascade 1000 Canister Filter Review.I have to hand it to Penn Plax, this
unit operates to capacity much as they advertised. Cascade Canister Filters from Penn Plax offer
heavyduty multistage external filtration for your fresh or salt water aquarium. The Cascade 700
Canister Filter can handle aquariums up to 65 gallons efficiently providing up to 350 gph of flow. A
variety of filter media contained in separate baskets allows you to customize Cascade 700 Filter
Manual Read and compare experiences customers have had with Cascade products. I have now been
using 2 of the Cascade 700 filters for around 18 months.Creators are allowed to post content they
produce to the platform, so long as they comply with our policies. After years of working with
animals large and small, she combined her expertise from the pet industry with her love of writing,
and began her career as a pet writer in 2006. Things Youll Need PennPlax canister filter This
provides additional aeration for your tank. When starting your filter for the first time, you may hear
some noise coming from the canister. This noise will cease as soon as all of the air has been pushed
out of the canister. A variety of filter media contained in separate baskets allows you to customize
your filtration for your tank. Prior to purchasing a canister filter for your aquarium, choose a model
that will provide adequate filtration. If this is your only source of filtration, look for one that will turn
your water four times per hour. This means, if you have a 50gallon aquarium, you will want a filter
that pumps 200 gallons per hour. Begin with canister. Open the lock clips and lift clips, and lift the
motor off of the canister. Lift the filter basket handles to insert filter media. Since your aquarium
water will be filtered from bottom to top, place the coarse filter pad and carbon in the bottom
basket.

Depending upon the filter media you have chosen, stack them in the filter baskets accordingly, from
coarsest on the bottom to the finest material on top. Rinse thoroughly. Install the seal ring,
connector and cover grid on top of the baskets. Replace motor unit and secure clips. If you choose to
use a spray bar, attach it to the exhaust hose. Attach the flexible tubing to the intake and exhaust
hoses, and to the corresponding valves on the canister. Water will flow from the aquarium into the
filter. After about 30 seconds, plug in the filter and turn it on. Ensure the flow control levers are
open fully. A canister filter allows you to conceal your aquarium filter, exposing only your intake and
outflow tubes. Detailed instructions for Cascade brand filters.Based on work at subtlepatterns.com.
If you buy something through our posts, we may receive a commission at no extra charge to you. See
our full disclosures here. They are the most popular external canister filters on the market today
because of their powerful features and very affordable prices. This review will cover all powerful
features of this series as well as provide you the method to set up and maintain the filters in the
proper way. Cascade 1000 FR 265 GPH for tanks up to 100 gal. Cascade 1200 FR 315 GPH for tanks
up to 150 gal. Cascade 1500 FR 350 GPH for tanks up to 200 gal. Penn Plax Cascade series canister
filters efficiently provide powerful water flow and multistage external filtration system, which really
get the job done. The filters are designed to be utilized on both fresh or salt water aquariums. Its
color is cobalt blue and looks great next to any tank. The flow rate is high enough to constantly keep
the water circulated and filtered that ensures any toxic fish wastes are transferred. There are



control valves for adjustment of the flow rate to perfectly fit your aquarium sizes and fish types.

The control valves are also used for shutting off the water flow for maintenance easy without leak
and mess. MultiStage And Quiet Filtration The product comes with startup filter media, in addition
to large filter trays. There are many baskets for containing filter media that makes it possible for the
combining of multiple media delivering and multistage filtration. This is the combination of
chemical, mechanical, and biological filtration that generates a fresh and healthy environment for
aquarium creatures. Note The filter in the picture use my own filter materials, some aren’t available
in the product The large filter chambers, which enable you to utilize more media plus, are the most
favorite feature of Cascade series. Whereby, the filter can accommodate a large amount of filter
media for the better filtration and longer maintaining periods. You can use the media come with the
product or choose ones as you think best for your fish tank. You can use various media combinations,
in order to accomplish a wide array of filtration as your needs. This includes biosponges, biofloss, or
activated carbon. The more media you use the cleaner your aquarium and the less maintenance you
have to do. Easy To Set Up And Maintain Like Fluval 06 series canister filters, the installation of
Penn Plax Cascade series canister filters is very simple, even easier because everything you need is
accessible. Once installed, the filter works fast to keep your aquarium clean and clear. The filtering
process will engage in about thirty minutes after installation and visible improvements can be
noticeable less than a day. The filter features a selfpriming button on the lid for easy starting, just
press the button several times until you get water flow from the intake tube going down into the
filter. And then, the filter do its works to keep your aquarium clean and ideal for fish.

Moreover, Penn Plax Cascade series filters own some other wonderful features of Fluval 06 series
make it easy for setup and maintenance. There are two independent directional 360degree
rotational valve taps for worry free placement. Swimming poolstyle hose clamps make it easy to
assemble as well as disassemble the filter for setup and maintenance easier. Flowrate control valves
allow for adjustment of the flow rate or shutting it off for easy maintenance without leak and mess.
The directional returns aid in suspending waste matter which enables it to be taken in by the filter,
and leaving nothing but clear, fresh water. Easylift clamps make it easy to remove the cover for
maintenance. Simply release the vacuum and remove the top for cleaning, changing filter media or
additional maintenance. Airtight seal assures proper flow rate of the filter and allows for very quiet
operation while it is working. Mounted tipproof rubber base keeps the filter in place. Pros And Cons
Of Penn Plax Cascade Series Filters Very low price compared to other brands Extra easy to set up
and maintain Can adjust or shut off water flow with control valves Quick and easy to prime by
pushing the button selfprimer Very quiet during operation Large capacity for low maintenance High
quality, durable, tipproof base Loved and praised by a lot of hobbyists. Some of the trays do not fit
snug allowing some water to bypass the media. This can be easily solved by sticking filter floss into
the side areas. The motor and pumping parts of the Penn Plax are sealed, you can’t get inside to
clean out any residual waste matter, algae, or whatever else happens to build up inside the unit.
Prepare Media baskets Filtration works from the bottom up. Use floss pad and carbon bag in bottom
basket. Use floss pad and coarse sponge pad in top basket. Reassemble filter Place seal ring,
connector and media basket cover over top basket. Slide media basket clips into slots on sides of top
basket.

Note that small opening on motor unit must align with holes on basket. Attach valves Attach valves
to ports on motor unit. Attach valve with blue ring to “in” port. Attach valve with black ring to “out”
port Position the filter Choose a location for the filter where it can be easily accessed for
maintenance. Do not attach hoses yet. Note that hoses with valves will easily detach from motor to
remain at aquarium during filter maintenance. Hose attachment Attach hose to intake tube. Use
tube with blue hose ring. Attach intake tube extension and strainer. Use two suction cups to secure
intake tube to aquarium wall. Exhaust hose assembly A spray bar or a directional spout as you want.



All of these equipment help to break surface water to provide oxygen exchange for your aquarium.
While the directional spout creates a forceful circulating flow in any direction, the spray bar evenly
distributes filtered water across length of aquarium. If you prefer to position the directional spout or
spray bar above water level, use the two extra elbow connectors to connect them. It is all included.
It is all included. It is all included. Join our mailing list to receive the latest tips and news of our blog.
SUBSCRIBE Even with the spray bar it is strong.i do not want to blow anything like gaskets. How
many gallons is your tank. Which Cascade model do you use for the tank. I think you may use a
model over rated for your tank volume. I’ve progressively found it harder and harder to detach and
reattach my hose valve lock rings to my intake and exhaust ports on the canister when I remove the
canister for cleaning and replacing filter media. Do you have any idea what I can do. On my last
cleaning this week I could barely get the lock rings off the ports. I’ve been looking into a new
filtration system due to this difficulty. As normal, this process is so very easy for other people who
own PennPlax Cascade canister filters.

You don’t need to change your current filter because you can find another Flow Control Valve Set for
the filter on Amazon. I see some people have the same problem with you and they have solved it with
the small replacement. Hope it help. What size do you recommend, I’m thinking about the 100 gallon
just to be on the safe side. After setting it up everything worked fine until the water bar made some
squeaking sound as if it didn’t have enough force for it to flow smoothly.Then it just completely
stopled working. Can anyone tell me what went wrong here I have a Cascade 1200 canister. It was
used when I bought it. I had to order a motor gasket and a media basket joint seal. I now have those
and when I tried to seal the canister, then I can’t get the locking clips to close properly. I am not
sure what I am doing wrong. Thank for any help you can give me Are you sure if it is for a Cascade
1200. Could you send me a link where you buy it. I find a replacement oring on Amazon Hope it can
help you. I don’t know the output water flow after adjusting to the minimum flow rate and adding
filter materials. Commonly, for freshwater species, you should ensure that the final flow rate isn’t
higher than 4 times of your aquarium capacity I has become more than a struggle to get it primed
when I do the maintenance. Is it there any special sequence to start it after maintenance. I follow the
sequence when disconnecting as advised in the instructions, but I wonder why it does not prime
correctly. All seals are fine and there is water in the canister. Help, please. The pump of the cascade
canister 1200 filter is within the lid and you have to fill your canister with full of water for priming it.
The fastest way, you should fill the canister with water as much as possible, then the intake hose
siphons the water from your tank to fill the rest the pump inside the lid and it will start to work.
Ensure that you shut off the intake valve before opening the canister filter for cleaning.

This helps to keep the water inside the hose so that it will continue to siphon when you open the
valve. This ensures that there is nothing preventing the siphoning process. Help help help The
cables are fully on and I can blow water through the tubes. Do you know why this is happening Press
the priming button several times until you get the first water flow from your tank into your filter and
WAIT for the canister to be filled. Then plug it in and the pump will start to work. Anything else,
check if the motor impeller inside the lid is working properly or not. It is all included. It is all
included. Turtlemad, January 10, 2013 in Habitats and Equipment I cant find anywhere to download
the manual online either. Any ideas I managed to open the canister and take out the baskets and
clean them but not sure how to clean the top motor part. It is such a pain in the butt to get open.
Took me over 15 minutes to do so. I wish I could help with it but I really have no idea still how I did
it. I will be doing a filter cleaning probably this weekend tho and if I can find an easy way I will try
and explain for you. As of now I think your best bet is to have someone help you by holding the one
side in as you try and open the other. Ive never had a problem with any of mine. I can help you if I
have a better idea of where youre having issues. If you are having different issues let me know. Lift
out the baskets of media and throw away the floss. You can reuse the course sponge if you clean it
really well. I wouldnt use hot water to do this because there is beneficial bacteria in the sponge.you



want to keep them.just rinse out the goop really well. I do replace the course sponge everyother
cleaning. The middle basket gets multiple layers of floss.until its full. The top basket gets a layer of
floss, a carbon packet, and another layer of floss. This may sound like a lot but turtles are not
fish.they are very dirty.

Setting up my filters this way has worked perfectly for my tanks, for years. I fill it with water, slosh it
around and dump it.multiple times until goo stops coming out. Then I fill the canister, with the clean
media in it, until its nearly full.place the top motorized part back on and clamp it. Reattach the
hoses. Dont plug it in yet. Press the prime button a few times until it starts siphoning water into the
canister to fill it the rest of the way up. When you stop hearing the siphoning you can plug in the
canister. Here is where it helps to have someone help you. I have my husband hold a bucket under
the output to catch the first minute of water coming back out of the canister so it doesnt go into the
tank. thats it.youre done. So the top motorised bit doesnt come apart for cleaning, I will just have to
rinse it until water comes out clear. There wasnt much media in my filter except for a sponge and
some floss and carbon bits but I have a packet of bioballs and will get more clean floss to add to it
before putting it together again Only took a few minutes to put together. I let the outflow water run
into a bucket at first to allow dirty water to flow out of the motor following your advice. Added new
plastic bio balls to bottom tray and reused cleaned sponges. Only took a few minutes to put together.
Added new plastic bio balls to bottom tray and reused cleaned sponges. Im glad it went smoothly for
you. I have never had a problem with my filters. Its easy! Sign in here. Our payment security system
encrypts your information during transmission. We don’t share your credit card details with
thirdparty sellers, and we don’t sell your information to others. To hide it, choose Ship in Amazon
packaging at checkout.Please try again.Please try again.It measures 11.5 x 20.5 x 11 inchesShow
details In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to
the next or previous heading.


